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The face of Indian financial sector changed forever with the initiation of economic
reforms in 1991. Deregulation and integration has led Indian banks and financial
institutions into competition both on the assets side as well as the liabilities side
of the balance sheet, forcing them to assume greater and newer risks in their
quest for higher returns. Accordingly, the need for bankers to be familiar with the
risks to which they are exposed and the tools available for managing such risks
assumes vital significance. The US savings and loan crisis in the early 1980s and
the Asian crisis of the late 1990s strongly underscored the dangers confronting
banks and financial institutions which choose to ignore the implications of interest
rate risk and liquidity risk. Asset-liability management (ALM) provides a macrolevel framework and a sophisticated tool for modern risk management in banks.
This is an authoritative work on the fundamentals of ALM. The book commences
with an introduction to the types of risks confronting banks and goes on to
describe the concept, rationale and implementation of asset-liability management
Since its first publication in 1982, The Divorce Handbook has sold over 200,000
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copies. In this new and fully revised edition, specialist in family law James T.
Friedman covers, in an easy-to-use question-and-answer format, all the issues
involved in negotiating a separation and divorce--how to choose a lawyer; how to
arrange child custody, support, and visitation; how to prevent financial hide-andseek; what to expect of the divorce proceedings themselves; and what to do if the
divorce goes to trial. This revised edition addresses current trends in such areas
as divorce law, alimony, property division, shared parenting, and visitation; it
includes an expanded section of checklists, schedules, and guides for
reconciliation and child support, as well as attorney retainer agreements,
asset/liability worksheets, and more. The American Bar Association has called
The Divorce Handbook "a welcome breath of fresh air in an otherwise stifling
atmosphere created by a virtual avalanche of books about divorce." The revised
edition of The Divorce Handbook is your best guide through the traumatic and
painful business of divorce, and will be an essential resource for years to come.
A global banking risk management guide geared toward the practitioner Financial
Risk Management presents an in-depth look at banking risk on a global scale,
including comprehensive examination of the U.S. Comprehensive Capital
Analysis and Review, and the European Banking Authority stress tests. Written
by the leaders of global banking risk products and management at SAS, this
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book provides the most up-to-date information and expert insight into real risk
management. The discussion begins with an overview of methods for computing
and managing a variety of risk, then moves into a review of the economic
foundation of modern risk management and the growing importance of model risk
management. Market risk, portfolio credit risk, counterparty credit risk, liquidity
risk, profitability analysis, stress testing, and others are dissected and examined,
arming you with the strategies you need to construct a robust risk management
system. The book takes readers through a journey from basic market risk
analysis to major recent advances in all financial risk disciplines seen in the
banking industry. The quantitative methodologies are developed with ample
business case discussions and examples illustrating how they are used in
practice. Chapters devoted to firmwide risk and stress testing cross reference the
different methodologies developed for the specific risk areas and explain how
they work together at firmwide level. Since risk regulations have driven a lot of
the recent practices, the book also relates to the current global regulations in the
financial risk areas. Risk management is one of the fastest growing segments of
the banking industry, fueled by banks' fundamental intermediary role in the global
economy and the industry's profit-driven increase in risk-seeking behavior. This
book is the product of the authors' experience in developing and implementing
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risk analytics in banks around the globe, giving you a comprehensive,
quantitative-oriented risk management guide specifically for the practitioner.
Compute and manage market, credit, asset, and liability risk Perform
macroeconomic stress testing and act on the results Get up to date on regulatory
practices and model risk management Examine the structure and construction of
financial risk systems Delve into funds transfer pricing, profitability analysis, and
more Quantitative capability is increasing with lightning speed, both
methodologically and technologically. Risk professionals must keep pace with the
changes, and exploit every tool at their disposal. Financial Risk Management is
the practitioner's guide to anticipating, mitigating, and preventing risk in the
modern banking industry.
A practical guide to the evolving world of banking and financial institutions Due to
various factors, ranging from the global financial crisis that began in 2007 to new
laws such as the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act
of 2010, banks and financial institutions have had to alter the way they operate.
Understanding how these institutions function in the face of recent challenges is
essential for anyone associated with them. That's why Professor Benton Gup has
created Banking and Financial Institutions. Opening with a detailed discussion of
the causes of the recent financial crisis, as well as a look at some lessons we can
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learn from it and other crises, this reliable resource quickly moves on to put
modern banking in perspective. Filled with in-depth insights and expert advice,
Banking and Financial Institutions examines the essential aspects of this
discipline and shows you what it takes to make the most informed decisions
possible, whether you're a bank director, investor, or borrower. Explains the
economic role of financial intermediaries, including the financial institutions that
bring borrowers and savers together Addresses how banks can hedge some of
their interest rate and credit risks by using various types of derivatives contracts,
options, and futures Analyzes the process of commercial and industrial (C&I)
lending, from how banks make loans and the types of C&I loans to the role of
collateral Allows you to evaluate a bank's financial statements and performance
Explores payments systems, including cash, checks, credit cards, wire transfers,
and other means of payment Rounding out this detailed banking guide is an
informative chapter on Islamic banking written by Professor Mohamed Ariff of
Bond University, as well as a chapter filled with tips for bank directors, borrowers,
and investors contributed by John Harrison, the Superintendent of Banks,
Alabama State Banking Department.
The Repo Handbook, 2nd edition presents an overview of repo vehicles and
markets with sufficient depth for those seeking detailed explanations. In three
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parts it demonstrates how these secured loans fit into global capital markets and
why they account for up to 50% of daily settlement activity in non-US government
bonds worldwide. This new edition replaces old examples and introduces new
developments, such as structured finance repo and associated topics such as
Basel II regulatory rules. In addition, 12 of 18 chapters feature new sections and
4 have been substantially rewritten. The UK gilt and US Treasury repo markets
are explored through worked examples, and there are new sections on funding
arbitrage trades, risk exposures, and regulatory capital. It also places repo in
context within bank asset-liability management and trading techniques,
illustrating repo use across a wide range of applications in the global money
markets. Rarely mentioned in the financial press because of the simple,
straightforward nature of the instrument, repo was often the only funding source
available to banks during the last quarter of 2008 and the first in 2009. This book,
written by a trader, will draw new attention to this valuable and efficient funding
and investment product. * Describes repo instruments, which appeal to market
participants because of their simplicity and malleability * Explains the institutional
treatment of repos, especially in terms of risk, accounting, tax and legal issues,
and equity repo * Details the government bond basis, implied repo rate, and
basis trading
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This book explores the current state of the art in quantitative investment
management across seven key areas. Chapters by academics and practitioners
working in leading investment management organizations bring together major
theoretical and practical aspects of the field.
Handbook of Asset and Liability ManagementApplications and Case
StudiesElsevier
The definitive compendium for the Insurance Digital Revolution From slow beginnings in 2014,
InsurTech has captured US$7billion in investment since 2010 — a 10% annual compound
growth rate is predicted until at least 2020. Three in four insurance companies believe some
part of their business is at risk of disruption and understanding the trends, drivers and
emerging technologies behind Insurance’s Digital Revolution is a business-critical priority for
all growth-minded firms. The InsurTech Book offers essential updates, critical thinking and
actionable insight — globally — from start-ups, incumbents, investors, tech companies, advisors
and other partners in this evolving ecosystem, in one volume. For some, Insurance is either
facing an existential threat; for others, it is a sector on the brink of transforming itself. Either
way, business models, value chains, customer understanding and engagement, organisational
structures and even what Insurance is for, is never going to be the same. Be informed, be part
of it. Learn from diverse experiences, mindsets and applications of technologies Discover new
ways of defining and grasping growth opportunities Get the inside track from innovators,
disruptors and incumbents Be updated on the evolution of InsurTech, why it is happening and
how it will evolve Explore visions of the future of Insurance to help shape yours The InsurTech
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Book is your indispensable guide to a sector in transformation.
As bankers incorporate more and more complicated and precise calculations and models, a
solely mathematical approach will fail to confirm the viability of their business. This book
explains how to combine ALM concepts with the emotional intelligence of managers in order to
maintain the financial health of a bank, and quickly react to external environment challenges
and banks’ microclimate changes. ALM embraces not only balance sheet targets setting,
instruments and methodologies to achieve the targets, but also the correct and holistic
understanding of processes that should be set up in a bank to prove its prudency and
compliance with internal and external constraints, requirements and limitations and the
ongoing continuity of its operations. Bank Asset Liability Management Best Practice delves into
the philosophy of ALM, discusses the interrelation of processes inside the bank, and argues
that every little change in one aspect of the bank processes has an impact on its other parts.
The author discusses the changing role of ALM and its historical and current concepts, its
strengths and weaknesses, and future threats and opportunities.
This first volume of the Handbook of Asset and Liability Management presents the theories and
methods supporting models that align a firm's operations and tactics with its uncertain
environment. Detailing the symbiosis between optimization tools and financial decision-making,
its original articles cover term and volatility structures, interest rates, risk-return analysis,
dynamic asset allocation strategies in discrete and continuous time, the use of stochastic
programming models, bond portfolio management, and the Kelly capital growth theory and
practice. They effectively set the scene for Volume Two by showing how the management of
risky assets and uncertain liabilities within an integrated, coherent framework remains the core
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problem for both financial institutions and other business enterprises as well. *Each volume
presents an accurate survey of a sub-field of finance *Fills a substantial gap in this field *Broad
in scope
In the Handbook of Asset and Liability Management: From Models to Optimal Return
Strategies, Alexandre Adam presents a comprehensive guide to Asset and Liability
Management. Written from a quantitative perspective with economic explanations, this book
will appeal to both mathematicians and non-mathematicians alike as it gives an operational
view on the business. Well structured, this book includes essential information on Balance
Sheet Items and Products Modeling, Tools for Asset and Liability Managers, as well as Optimal
Returns Strategies. Explaining, in detail, all the written and unwritten rules of Asset Liability
Management, using up-to-date models and the latest findings, the Handbook of Asset and
Liability Management is an essential tool for Asset and Liability Managers both for the present
day and the future.
"Created for banking and finance professionals with a desire to expand their management
skillset, this book focuses on how banks manage assets and liabilities, set up governance
structures to minimize risks, and approach such critical areas as regulatory disclosures,
interest rates, and risk hedging. It was written by the experts at the world-renowned Hong
Kong Institute of Bankers, an organization dedicated to providing the international banking
community with education and training"-This must-have reference covers all of the major areas of cost accounting and analysis
including product costing, relevant costs, cost-volume analysis, performance evaluation,
transfer pricing, and capital budgeting. Includes methods of reorganizing, classifying,
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allocating, aggregating, and reporting actual costs and comparing them with standard costs.
Equips experienced cost accountants with a reference tool and students with a thorough
textbook. Provides numerous examples, succinct language, chapter review, glossary, and
appendices. Includes an abundance of exercises, many of which are based on exam questions
from the CPA and CMA exams.
Recent years have shown an increase in development and acceptance of quantitative methods
for asset and liability management strategies. This book presents state of the art quantitative
decision models for three sectors: pension funds, insurance companies and banks, taking into
account new regulations and the industries risks.
In The Money Markets Handbook Moorad Choudhry provides, in one comprehensive volume,
the description, trading, analysis and calculations of the major markets around the world,
providing worked examples and exercises throughout to provide a landmark publication on this
important topic. Unique features, including a list of conventions and trading rules in virtually
every market in the world, means that this book is relevant to virtually every money market in
the world. Includes an in depth treatment of repo markets, asset and liability management,
banking regulatory requirements and other topics that would usually be found only in separate
books Written with clarity in mind, this book is vital reading for anyone with an interest in the
global money markets Features coverage of derivative money market products including
futures and swaps, and the latest developments not covered in current texts
Reflecting the author’s wealth of experience in this field, Handbook of Solvency for Actuaries
and Risk Managers: Theory and Practice focuses on the valuation of assets and liabilities, the
calculation of capital requirement, and the calculation of the standard formula for the European
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Solvency II project. The first three sections of the book examine the solvency concept,
historical development, and the role of solvency in an enterprise risk management approach.
The text provides a general discussion on valuation, investment, and capital, along with
modeling and measuring. It also covers dependence, risk measures, capital requirements,
subrisks, aggregation, the main risks market, and credit, operational, liquidity, and underwriting
risks. The last three sections focus on the European Solvency II project. Basing the material on
CEIOPS final advice, the author presents the general ideas, valuation, investments, and funds
of this project as well as the standard formula framework. He also includes all calibrations from
previous quantitative impact studies and discusses the political progress of the project. A onestop shop for actuaries and risk managers, this handbook offers a complete overview of
solvency and the European Solvency II standard formula. It gives a clear definition and broad
historical review of solvency and incorporates a comprehensive discussion of the theory
behind the calculation of the capital requirement. Updates on solvency projects and issues are
available at www.SolvencyII.nu
This handbook draws on research from a range of academic disciplines to reflect on the
implications for provisions of pension and retirement income of demographic ageing. it reviews
the latest research, policy related tools, analytical methods and techniques and major
theoretical frameworks.
Developed over 20 years of teaching academic courses, the Handbook of Financial Risk
Management can be divided into two main parts: risk management in the financial sector; and
a discussion of the mathematical and statistical tools used in risk management. This
comprehensive text offers readers the chance to develop a sound understanding of financial
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products and the mathematical models that drive them, exploring in detail where the risks are
and how to manage them. Key Features: Written by an author with both theoretical and applied
experience Ideal resource for students pursuing a master’s degree in finance who want to
learn risk management Comprehensive coverage of the key topics in financial risk
management Contains 114 exercises, with solutions provided online at
www.crcpress.com/9781138501874
Explains what business numbers mean and why they matter, and addresses issues that have
become more important in recent years, including questions about the financial crisis and
accounting literacy.
A value management framework designed specifically for banking and insurance The Value
Management Handbook is a comprehensive, practical reference written specifically for bank
and insurance valuation and value management. Spelling out how the finance and risk
functions add value in their respective spheres, this book presents a framework for measuring
– and more importantly, influencing – the value of the firm from the position of the CFO and
CRO. Case studies illustrating value-enhancing initiatives are designed to help Heads of
Strategy offer CEOs concrete ideas toward creating more value, and discussion of "hard" and
"soft" skills put CFOs and CROs in a position to better influence strategy and operations. The
challenge of financial services valuation is addressed in terms of the roles of risk and capital,
and business-specific "value trees" demonstrate the source of successful value enhancement
initiatives. While most value management resources fail to adequately address the unique role
of risk and capital in banks, insurance, and asset management, this book fills the gap by
providing concrete, business-specific information that connects management actions and value
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creation, helping readers to: Measure value accurately for more productive value-based
management initiatives and evaluation of growth opportunities Apply a quantitative, riskadjusted value management framework reconciled with the way financial services shares are
valued by the market Develop a value set specific to the industry to inspire initiatives that
increase the firm's value Study the quantitative and qualitative management frameworks that
move CFOs and CROs from measurement to management The roles of CFO and CRO in
financial firms have changed dramatically over the past decade, requiring business savvy and
the ability to challenge the CEO. The Value Management Handbook provides the expert
guidance that leads CFOs and CROs toward better information, better insight, and better
decisions.
Limited Liability Company and Partnership Answer Book

This comprehensive handbook discusses the most recent advances within the field of
financial engineering, focusing not only on the description of the existing areas in
financial engineering research, but also on the new methodologies that have been
developed for modeling and addressing financial engineering problems. The book is
intended for financial engineers, researchers, applied mathematicians, and graduate
students interested in real-world applications to financial engineering.
In recent years, there has been increased focus on the universal banking model as well
as new regulations focusing on asset and liability management (ALM) practices. In an
environment of low interest rates and expansionary monetary policy, there is increased
competition around loan and deposit businesses, as well as moves to integrate trading
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book assets and liabilities into the ALM framework. Consequently, ALM is at the top of
banks agendas. Edited by industry experts Andreas Bohn and Marije ElkenbrachtHuizing, The Handbook of ALM in Banking brings together key contributions from those
implementing new ALM frameworks in light of these latest developments. The book
examines the intricacies of loans and deposits in the context of revisions to statutory
deposit protection schemes. It also assesses the demands on banks liquidity reserves
and collateral, as well as funding implications. The increased regulatory focus on
earnings at risk and on capital and balance sheet consumption is also under the
spotlight, with the book clarifying issues on funds transfer pricing, capital management
and balance sheet requirements. The Handbook of ALM in Banking provides a full
overview of methods and methodologies being applied in cutting-edge ALM
management. This book is a must-read for ALM managers, risk managers, balance
sheet managers, accountants, treasurers.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts, persons,
places, and events from the textbook are included. Cram101 Just the FACTS101
studyguides give all of the outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes for your textbook with
optional online comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific.
Accompanys: 9780470034965 .
Completely revised and updated, the Handbook of Assetiability Management helps you
keep your protfolio in line and market risk under control. This reference includes; The
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benefits from risk management; Asset securitization; Measuring interest rate and yield
curve risk; Using OAS to implement value at risk balance sheet management; Hedging
with derivatives; Implementing controls for managing derivative positions.
Understand the investment template that dominates the pension industry LiabilityDriven Investment is the practitioner’s guide to this increasingly popular investment
template. Already the dominant framework for pension schemes in Europe and the UK,
the LDI market is expected to grow significantly with the shift from Defined Benefit to
Defined Contribution, and then into Digital Asset Management — or Robo-Advice. With
an aging population and significant under-saving globally, more and more finance
professionals will need to know how to work within and around the LDI framework; this
book provides clear explanations for the framework's usefulness and growing popularity
to help practitioners find their bearings in and around the LDI space. The ultimate goal
of LDI is to move beyond simple asset value maximisation and ensure that investors
have sufficient funds to pay liabilities. This informative guide digs into that basic
premise to show the various mechanisms, guidelines and practices that make up the
framework's "working parts." Discover the optimal investment strategies in multiple
assets classes Understand the key characteristics of the instruments used, including
bonds, interest rate derivatives, and inflation linked products Learn why pension
companies and individual investors are moving toward LDI Explore the ways in which
the explosive growth of Robo-Advice will change retail investment Finance
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professionals have long been accustomed to shifting landscapes — it is taken as a given
that prevailing thought and attendant practices will change over time — but the rapid
expansion of LDI has taken many by surprise. Having already been established as the
dominant framework for pensions, it is clear that the emphasis on LDI will only continue
to grow. Liability-Driven Investment tells you what you need to know in order to work
effectively with LDI.
The Asset Protection and Security Management Handbook is a must for all
professionals involved in the protection of assets. For those new to the security
profession, the text covers the fundamental aspects of security and security
management providing a firm foundation for advanced development. For the
experienced security practitioner, it provides
This book introduces ALM in the context of banks and insurance companies. Although
this strategy has a core of fundamental frameworks, models may vary between banks
and insurance companies because of the different risks and goals involved. The
authors compare and contrast these methodologies to draw parallels between the
commonalities and divergences of these two services and thereby provide a deeper
understanding of ALM in general.

An advanced method for financial institutions to optimize Asset Liability
Management for maximized return and minimized risk Financial institutions today
are facing daunting regulatory and economic challenges. As they manage bank
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regulation and competition, institutions are also optimizing their Asset Liability
Management (ALM) operations. The function of the ALM unit today goes beyond
risk management related to the banking book into managing regulatory capital
and positioning the balance sheet to maximize profit. Asset Liability Management
Optimization: A Practitioner's Guide to Balance Sheet Management and
Remodelling offers a step-by-step process for modeling and reshaping a bank's
balance sheet. Based on the author's extensive research, it describes how to
apply a quantifiable optimization method to help maximize asset return and
minimize funding cost in the banking book. ALM ranks as a key component of
any financial institution's overall operating strategy. Now, financial professionals
can use an advanced solution for optimizing ALM. This book takes a closer look
at the evolving role of the ALM function and the target position of the banking
book. It provides strategies for active management, structuring, and hedging of a
bank balance sheet, while also exploring additional topics related to ALM. A
description of the Funds Transfer Pricing (FTP) process related to a bank’s
target position Detailed examinations of interest rate risk in the banking book
(IRRBB) Discussion of Basel III regulatory requirements and maturity gap
analysis Overview of customer behavior, along with its impact on interest rate
and liquidity risk Practical spreadsheet models (NII sensitivity and EVE volatility
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IRRBB model, simplified optimization model for minimization of average funding
cost for a bank and an example of behavioral model for Non-Maturing Deposits)
Explorations of model risk, sensitivity analysis, and case studies The optimization
techniques found in Asset Liability Management Optimization can prove vital to
financial professionals who are tasked with maximizing asset return and reducing
funding costs as a critical part of business objectives.
Introduces practical approaches for optimizing management and hedging of
Interest Rate Risk in the Banking Book (IRRBB) driven by fast evolving regulatory
landscape and market expectations. Interest rate risk in the banking book
(IRRBB) gained its importance through the regulatory requirements that have
been growing and guiding the banking industry for the last couple of years. The
importance of IRRBB is shifting for banks, away from ‘just’ a regulatory
requirement to having an impact on the overall profitability of a financial
institution. Interest Rate Risk in the Banking Book sheds light on the best
practices for managing this importance risk category and provides detailed
analysis of the hedging strategies, practical examples, and case studies based
on the author’s experience. This handbook is rich in practical insights on
methodological approach and contents of ALCO report, IRRBB policy, ICAAP,
Risk Appetite Statement (RAS) and model documentation. It is intended for the
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Treasury, Risk and Finance department and is helpful in improving and
optimizing their IRRBB framework and strategy. By the end of this IRRBB
journey, the reader will be equipped with all the necessary tools to build a
proactive and compliant framework within a financial institution. Gain an updated
understanding of the evolving regulatory landscape for IRRBB Learn to apply
maturity gap analysis, sensitivity analysis, and the hedging strategy in banking
contexts • Understand how customer behavior impacts interest rate risk and how
to manage the consequences Examine case studies illustrating key IRRBB
exposures and their implications Written by London market risk expert Beata
Lubinska, Interest Rate Risk in the Banking Book is the authoritative resource on
this evolving topic.
Banks are a vital part of the global economy, and the essence of banking is assetliability management (ALM). This book is a comprehensive treatment of an
important financial market discipline. A reference text for all those involved in
banking and the debt capital markets, it describes the techniques, products and
art of ALM. Subjects covered include bank capital, money market trading, risk
management, regulatory capital and yield curve analysis. Highlights of the book
include detailed coverage of: Liquidity, gap and funding risk management
Hedging using interest-rate derivatives and credit derivatives Impact of Basel II
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Securitisation and balance sheet management Structured finance products
including asset-backed commercial paper, mortgage-backed securities,
collateralised debt obligations and structured investment vehicles, and their role
in ALM Treasury operations and group transfer pricing. Concepts and techniques
are illustrated with case studies and worked examples. Written in accessible
style, this book is essential reading for market practitioners, bank regulators, and
graduate students in banking and finance. Companion website features online
access to software on applications described in the book, including a yield curve
model, cubic spline spreadsheet calculator and CDO waterfall model.
The Handbooks in Finance are intended to be a definitive source for
comprehensive and accessible information in the field of finance. Each individual
volume in the series presents an accurate self-contained survey of a sub-field of
finance, suitable for use by finance and economics professors and lecturers,
professional researchers, graduate students and as a teaching supplement. It is
fitting that the series Handbooks in Finance devotes a handbook to Asset and
Liability Management. Volume 2 focuses on applications and case studies in
asset and liability management. The growth in knowledge about practical asset
and liability modeling has followed the popularity of these models in diverse
business settings. This volume portrays ALM in practice, in contrast to Volume 1,
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which addresses the theories and methodologies behind these models. In
original articles practitioners and scholars describe and analyze models used in
banking, insurance, money management, individual investor financial planning,
pension funds, and social security. They put the traditional purpose of ALM, to
control interest rate and liquidity risks, into rich and broad-minded frameworks.
Readers interested in other business settings will find their discussions of
financial institutions both instructive and revealing. * Focuses on pragmatic
applications * Relevant to a variety of risk-management industries * Analyzes
models used in most financial sectors
A comprehensive guide to the current theories and methodologies intrinsic to
fixed-income securities Written by well-known experts from a cross section of
academia and finance, Handbook of Fixed-Income Securities features a
compilation of the most up-to-date fixed-income securities techniques and
methods. The book presents crucial topics of fixed income in an accessible and
logical format. Emphasizing empirical research and real-life applications, the
book explores a wide range of topics from the risk and return of fixed-income
investments, to the impact of monetary policy on interest rates, to the post-crisis
new regulatory landscape. Well organized to cover critical topics in fixed income,
Handbook of Fixed-Income Securities is divided into eight main sections that
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feature: • An introduction to fixed-income markets such as Treasury bonds,
inflation-protected securities, money markets, mortgage-backed securities, and
the basic analytics that characterize them • Monetary policy and fixed-income
markets, which highlight the recent empirical evidence on the central banks’
influence on interest rates, including the recent quantitative easing experiments •
Interest rate risk measurement and management with a special focus on the
most recent techniques and methodologies for asset-liability management under
regulatory constraints • The predictability of bond returns with a critical
discussion of the empirical evidence on time-varying bond risk premia, both in the
United States and abroad, and their sources, such as liquidity and volatility •
Advanced topics, with a focus on the most recent research on term structure
models and econometrics, the dynamics of bond illiquidity, and the puzzling
dynamics of stocks and bonds • Derivatives markets, including a detailed
discussion of the new regulatory landscape after the financial crisis and an
introduction to no-arbitrage derivatives pricing • Further topics on derivatives
pricing that cover modern valuation techniques, such as Monte Carlo simulations,
volatility surfaces, and no-arbitrage pricing with regulatory constraints •
Corporate and sovereign bonds with a detailed discussion of the tools required to
analyze default risk, the relevant empirical evidence, and a special focus on the
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recent sovereign crises A complete reference for practitioners in the fields of
finance, business, applied statistics, econometrics, and engineering, Handbook
of Fixed-Income Securities is also a useful supplementary textbook for graduate
and MBA-level courses on fixed-income securities, risk management, volatility,
bonds, derivatives, and financial markets. Pietro Veronesi, PhD, is Roman Family
Professor of Finance at the University of Chicago Booth School of Business,
where he teaches Masters and PhD-level courses in fixed income, risk
management, and asset pricing. Published in leading academic journals and
honored by numerous awards, his research focuses on stock and bond valuation,
return predictability, bubbles and crashes, and the relation between asset prices
and government policies.
Developing countries lose billions each year through bribery, misappropriation of
funds, and other corrupt practices. Much of the proceeds of this corruption find
'safe haven' in the world's financial centers. These criminal flows are a drain on
social services and economic development programs, contributing to the
impoverishment of the world's poorest countries. Many developing countries have
already sought to recover stolen assets. A number of successful high-profile
cases with creative international cooperation has demonstrated that asset
recovery is possible. However, it is highly complex, involving coordination and
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collaboration with domestic agencies and ministries in multiple jurisdictions, as
well as the capacity to trace and secure assets and pursue various legal
options—whether criminal confiscation, non-conviction based confiscation, civil
actions, or other alternatives. This process can be overwhelming for even the
most experienced practitioners. It is exceptionally difficult for those working in the
context of failed states, widespread corruption, or limited resources. With this in
mind, the Stolen Asset Recovery (StAR) Initiative has developed and updated
this Asset Recovery Handbook: A Guide for Practitioners to assist those
grappling with the strategic, organizational, investigative, and legal challenges of
recovering stolen assets. A practitioner-led project, the Handbook provides
common approaches to recovering stolen assets located in foreign jurisdictions,
identifies the challenges that practitioners are likely to encounter, and introduces
good practices. It includes examples of tools that can be used by practitioners,
such as sample intelligence reports, applications for court orders, and mutual
legal assistance requests. StAR—the Stolen Asset Recovery Initiative—is a
partnership between the World Bank Group and the United Nations Office on
Drugs and Crime that supports international efforts to end safe havens for corrupt
funds. StAR works with developing countries and financial centers to prevent the
laundering of the proceeds of corruption and to facilitate more systematic and
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timely return of stolen assets.
Asset-Liability and Liquidity Management distils the author’s extensive
experience in the financial industry, and ALM in particular, into concise and
comprehensive lessons. Each of the topics are covered with a focus on realworld applications, based on the author’s own experience in the industry. The
author is the Vice President of Treasury Modeling and Analytics at American
Express. He is also an adjunct Professor at New York University, teaching a
variety of analytical courses. Learn from the best as Dr. Farahvash takes you
through basic and advanced topics, including: The fundamentals of analytical
finance Detailed explanations of financial valuation models for a variety of
products The principle of economic value of equity and value-at-risk The principle
of net interest income and earnings-at-risk Liquidity risk Funds transfer pricing A
detailed Appendix at the end of the book helps novice users with basic probability
and statistics concepts used in financial analytics.
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